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Becomes the Sky

Alan Stringer
ASCAP

Soprano

\[\text{\textbf{f}}} \text{Sink into the sunset.} \quad \text{\textbf{p}}} \text{Become the sunset.}\]

Alto

\[\text{\textbf{f}}} \text{Sink in the sunset.} \quad \text{\textbf{p}}} \text{Become the sunset.}\]

Tenor

\[\text{\textbf{f}}} \text{Sink in the sunset.} \quad \text{\textbf{p}}} \text{Become the sunset.}\]

Bass

\[\text{\textbf{f}}} \text{Sink in the sunset.} \quad \text{\textbf{p}}} \text{Become the sunset.}\]

S

\[\text{\textbf{f}}} \text{Grow with the tree.} \quad \text{\textbf{p}}} \text{Become the tree.}\]

A

\[\text{\textbf{f}}} \text{Grow with the tree.} \quad \text{\textbf{p}}} \text{Become the tree.}\]

T

\[\text{\textbf{f}}} \text{Grow with the tree.} \quad \text{\textbf{p}}} \text{Become the tree.}\]

B

\[\text{\textbf{f}}} \text{Grow with the tree.} \quad \text{\textbf{p}}} \text{Become the tree.}\]

Flow, flow, flow, flow.

Flow, flow, flow, flow.

Flow, flow, flow, flow.

Flow, flow, flow, flow.
To Coda
2nd time

Flow with the sea. \(\text{p}\) Become the sea. \(\text{f}\) Sink into the sunset.

To Coda
2nd time

Flow with the sea. \(\text{p}\) Become the sea. \(\text{f}\) Sink in the sunset.

To Coda
2nd time

Flow with the sea. \(\text{p}\) Become the sea. \(\text{f}\) Sink in the sunset.

To Coda
2nd time

Flow with the sea. \(\text{p}\) Become the sea. \(\text{f}\) Sink in the sunset.

To Coda
2nd time

\(\text{p}\) Become the sunset. \(\text{f}\) Grow with the tree.

\(\text{p}\) Become the sunset. \(\text{f}\) Flow with the tree.

\(\text{p}\) Become the sunset. \(\text{f}\) Flow with tree, flow with the tree.
Become the tree.

Birds and rivers flow and valleys flow,

flow and every vine that flowers flows and evenings flow and every flow,

flow, flow, flow, flow,
summer and snowflake and rainbow and sunrise can

summer and snowflake and rainbow and sunrise can

summer and snowflake and rainbow and sunrise can

summer and snowflake and rainbow and sunrise can

flow and spring again and rush again and flow again beyond a

flow, flow, flow, flow beyond a

flow, flow, flow, flow beyond a

flow, flow, flow, flow beyond a
life-time. Become the sea. Become the sun-set and mountain. Yes, become the sky.